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1 2Install the bracket on the pole using two provided metal 
banding clamps. Tighten the clamp to the recommended 
torque of 2 N-m.

3 Lift the HFDC enclosure onto the screws and pull down to 
drop into place. Loosen bolts if enclosure isn’t fully seated. 
Tighten the bolts to the recommended torque of 2 N-m.

4 Use a screwdriver to open the four enclosure latches. 

5

Pre-Install the bolts on the bracket from hardware kit 
provided in 4 locations, use two holes marked OFDC-012 
and their direct opposite holes. Leave enough thread 
exposed for the HFDC enclosure to slide into place.

Open the enclosure cover and slide the pre-installed wedge 
into the hindge to hold the cover open during installation.

6 Loosen the screw on the gel gland and remove. The 
gland is tethered to the enclosure for safety. 

The HFDC is an environmentally sealed enclosure for fiber management system that provides the function 
of LC trunk and jumper cable connection in the outside plant network. The closure is sealed with gel for 
longitudinal seal and features a wrap around gel block for cable sealing compliant with IP65.

Cable diameters:
4 trunk ports: up to 17.5mm
12 jumper ports: up to 5.5mm
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Avvertenza: CommScope declina eventuali responsabilità derivanti dell’esecuzione di procedure di installazione, ispezione, manutenzione e smontaggio improprie o poco sicure.
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Technical Support
+1 888 297 6433, Option 3 (Toll Free US and Canada)
+1 828 323 4220, Option 3 (local)
https://www.commscope.com/wisupport (open a ticket)
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9

7 Pull the ends of the two pre-installed cable ties from under the retaining clip. Install the fiber trunk cable with the transition tube 
on the base tray as shown. Do not leave a large gap between the tube and fiber adapter. Tighten the tie wraps to sucure the 
trunk cable and remove any extra length ensuring no sharp edges remain. Place fiber breakout inside of the retention clips. 

Seperate the gel pieces. Cut cable tie and remove sealing plug from the far left cavity and  
install the trunk cable. Remove additional plugs and install cables if required. Press the 
removed gel piece back into place and re-install the gel gland on the HFDC base. Tighten the 
screw with the recommended torque of 2 N-m.  

Use one of the  
provided cable tie to fix 
the trunk cable to the gel 
gland and remove any 
extra length ensuring no 
sharp edges remain.

10 11Connect the trunk DLC 
connectors into the adapter 
plate.

Install the output jumpers by connecting the DLC connectors and ensure that the cable is 
inside the gel. Close all latches using a screwdriver to complete the installation. If  
maintenance is required, just the bottom half of the cover can be accessed. It can also be 
held in an open position by hooking to a tab on the top as shown.
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